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Disclaimer
The views expressed in this Newsletter are

those of the contributors and do not necessarily
represent those of Suffolk Gardens Trust. Whilst

every effort is made to check the information
provided, the editor and Suffolk Gardens Trust

cannot be held responsible for any
inaccuracies contained in this publication
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Contributions to the Spring 
Newsletter should arrive

no later than
20th January 2018. 
Please contact the

Hon. Secretary
for details.

”Copyright Suffolk Gardens Trust 2017

From the Chairman

At the AGM held on 24th June our chairman
for the past four years, Stephen Beaumont,

stood down and I succeeded him. On behalf of all
members, I gladly thank Stephen for his
considerable input and success in meeting the
particular tasks that he set himself. The SGT has
become better known through Suffolk and the
number attending the garden visits this year is
gratifyingly up by some 50% over the previous
four-year average.

For my part, I would like to continue on the
same path as Stephen has done – with informative,
rewarding visits and lectures that are also socially
enjoyable. There are opportunities to broaden our
involvement in the wider Gardens Trust movement
both locally and nationally.

To those who volunteer to help run the Trust I
am especially grateful: the Patron and Council,
also all those who undertake the numerous tasks
that keep the organisation going.  There is room
for more volunteers to spread the load; the old
adage comes to mind ‘the more you put in, the
more you will get out’. 

By way of introduction, my background was
in the nursery industry and specifically in Notcutts
Nurseries, Woodbridge where I spent some forty
years. In addition, between 1990–92 I chaired the
Arboricultural Association.  

Since leaving Notcutts in 2000 I have
maintained my interest in plants and gardens,
helping with gardening organisations. In particular
I devote time to the Suffolk Show – Flower Show
and bi-annual Gardening Conference. Our own
garden has had more attention too and I continue
to find that the combination of ‘plants and people’
is often rewarding. 

Although a widower for ten years, our two
sons, their wives and seven grandchildren ensure
that life is never dull. I have been a village church
warden for many years.

There is much to be enjoyed in gardens and
gardening ahead in the widest sense, and for us

• 7 October 2017. Norfolk
Gardens Trust, John Innes Centre,
Norwich NR4 76H. Sarah Rutherford.
The Arts and Craft Garden’. 2.00pm.
For further information please contact
Roger Lloyd tel: 01603 623 524

• 2 November 2017. Suffolk
Agricultural Association Bi –Annual
Gardening Conference.
A Celebration Of British Gardens,
At the events Centre, Trinity Park,
Ipswich 1000am – 3.30pm. Includes
lectures by George Plumtree, Caroline

Holmes, John Lawson and Keith Willey.
Concessionary   tickets  for SGT
members £40 including coffee, hot
lunch and tea. Call Suffolk Show
Office for full programme: tel: 01473
707 118 and details for online
booking.

• 122 November 2017 Norfolk
Gardens Trust, John Innes Centre,
Norwich NR4 76H. Susan Minter.
Alicia Amherst (1865-1941)’. 2.00
pm. For further information, please
contact Roger Lloyd 623 524.

For the DIARY

Ninety Years AND STILL GOING STRONG…
This year the National Gardens Scheme will celebrate its 90th Anniversary by donating
£3m to its beneficiaries, Macmillan Cancer Support and Marie Curie. Over 3,600
gardens will be opened to the public, including more than 500 new or returning
gardens. In Suffolk numbers have grown from 22 in Coronation Year 1953 (See
Newsletter No.36 Autumn 2012) to 57 in 2017, with no signs of diminishing
enthusiasm from owners and public alike. There are fresh group openings in
Gislingham, Old Newton and Stradbroke and eight individual openings including
gardens at Moulton, Witnesham, Gedgrave, Fornham St Genevieve and Coney Weston.
For details see the current Yellow Book available from every good bookshop, tourist
offices or on the NGS website www.ngs.org.th. If you are thinking of opening your
garden next year, please contact Jenny Reeve, the NGS Suffolk Representative, tel:
01638 715 289 or email: jreev05@tiscali.co.uk

• This  Autumn Otley College, Leisure Learning. Short  Courses. Garden
Design and the Principles of Horticulture; Introduction to Garden Design;
Productive Gardening and Floral Meadows are among the courses being
offered. For further details and costs, please contact Admissions tel: 0800 022
4556 or email: admissions@eastonotley.ac.uk

• 5 Oct. WEA Suffolk, Felixstowe Library, Crescent Rd, Felixstowe, IP11 7BJ.
Sue Pownall, ‘Art Appreciation: Gardens in British Art in the 19th and 20th
Centuries’.  10 Sessions 1930-21.30 hrs. £54.00 Contact: Wendy Webb tel:
01394-670040.

Courses and CLASSES
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there will be two winter events followed by another full programme of visits in 2018.
As with the Capability Brown anniversary, we will be marking the Humphrey Repton
anniversary in the same way – with a full day event on Wednesday June 6th at
Henham. I encourage you to join us for this stimulating and interesting day. 

I look forward to meeting many members, to taking part in our events and
generally helping the Trust prosper for the widest possible benefit. ■ JD

Doctor Gibbons plants his garden in Hadleigh
Sue Andrews

In 1801, Dr Thomas Gibbons
decided to move into lodgings in

Church Street, Hadleigh and sell the
mansion that he and his deceased
wife Elizabeth had shared in George
Street for eighteen years.1  When the
property was advertised for sale, not
only was accommodation described
in detail but also planting in the 2½-
acre grounds (1.01 hectares), which
took up just as much space in the
particulars as information concerning
the house.2

Thomas Gibbons was born in
1731, the son of John Gibbons, non-
conformist minister in Essex, and his
wife Elizabeth.3 By 1761, Thomas
was in partnership with Edward
Grove of Sudbury as man-midwives
and surgeons.  When Edward died in
1762, Thomas became successor in
the practise and the following year,
married his former partner’s widow
Elizabeth.4 In 1779, Thomas was
elected vice president of Suffolk
Beneficial Medical Society and of
Colchester Medical Society.  Four
years later, the couple moved to Hadleigh, where he styled himself physician.5

Thomas liked to keep himself abreast of the latest medical ideas by study and by
correspondence, for example, with the Royal College of Surgeons in London.6 In
1799, he published his own work entitled Medical Cases and Remarks concerning the
‘good effects of salivation in jaundice arising from calculi’ and the ‘free use of nitre in
haemorrhagy’, which he based on his treatment of patients mainly in Hadleigh.7

News in BRIEF
Historic Houses Association
GARDEN OF THE YEAR AWARD
Helmingham Hall has been awarded this year’s Historic Houses Association Garden
of the Year Award, sponsored by Christie’s. The Grade 1 listed gardens and Hall have
been the home of the Tollemache family since 1490 and have been impressively
maintained, and more recently developed by Lady Xa Tollemache,a member of the
Trust, well known as a landscape designer and gardener and her dedicated team,
including Head Gardener Roy Baalam, who began working in the gardens at the age
of 14 and is still there 61 years later.  The presentation took place on June 30th at
Helimingham and was made by James Birch, President of the Historic Houses
Association accompanied by Orlando Rock, Christie’s Vice-Chairman, and at the same
event Roy Baalam received a long service medal presented by Sir Nicholas Bacon. 
The gardens are open every Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Sunday from noon to
5.00pm. For further information, please phone Katy Day tel: 01473 890799 or
email:events@helmingham.com 

New LANDSCAPE TRAIL
Gainsborough’s House has recently launched an innovative trail focussing on the art
and landscapes of Thomas Gainsborough and John Constable, exploring major works
by both artists, linking them to the geographical sites that survive today. The principal
focus is on the landscape of Dedham Vale, highlighting locations of historical
significance including Gainsborough’s house, Christchurch Mansion, and Flatford,
featuring a number of parish churches and villages. The leaflet, compiled by Louisa
Brouwer, Keeper of Art and Place at Gainsborough’s House, is produced in partnership
with Colchester and Ipswich Museum and includes a map and a series of  illustrated
panels, and aims at , demonstrating the lasting influence of Gainsborough and
Constable on their native Suffolk. Copies are obtainable from Colchester and Ipswich
Museums, Gainsborough’s House and local tourist offices.

A Tribute to TO BURY’S GARDENERS
The work of volunteers who care for the Abbey Gardens in Bury St Edmunds  is being
celebrated this Summer with a willow sculpture of a gardener and his wheelbarrow, the
work of Chevington basedartist Elizabeth Cook, commissioned by Bury in Bloom, and
alongside Michelle Freeman’s Hedgehog Family composed of recycled items, to keep
the gardener company and provide an additional attraction for visitors. More seriously,
two improvement schemes for the gardens have been made possibly by a grant of
£3,765 from the Abbey Garden Friends in May, to replace a herbaceous border nearr
the Rose Garden and to install 44 oak posts in the central bedding area to support
climbing plants, both schemes to be completed by the end of the year. The original
gardens were begun by Nathaniel Hodson in 1818, following his retirement from the
War Office. 

Sale particulars for Thomas Gibbons’ property in
Hadleigh: Ipswich Journal, 10 October 1801.
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However, The Monthly Review cautioned
practitioners as it was considered that
Thomas’ proof of successful treatments
was in-conclusive.8

Whether the Gibbons or their
predecessors re-fronted the late medieval
timber-framed building on the south side
of George Street in the latest Georgian
style – with a central porch supported by
Doric columns, a parapet and sash
windows – seems to go unrecorded.  The
extent to which the grounds with their
southern aspect were already laid out is
also unknown but on taking up residence
in 1783, Thomas set about planting or
organising the labour to undertake the
task for him.  

Immediately east of the mansion was a coach house with stables and beyond was
a canal fifty feet from north to south and sixteen feet from west to east (15.24 by 4.87
metres), which formed an artificial sheet of water with decorative as well as functional
purposes.  The walled-in garden was probably situated in this area as in 1836, a
crinkle-crankle wall is shown on the frontage to George Street,9 designed for fruit to
be grown in the bays.  Thomas had 29 fruit trees here, two or three each of peach,
nectarine, apricot, greengage, plum, pear and apple, with two greengage and one apple
described as espalier, a method of training branches to grow against a wall.     

Behind the house were seven grapevines of the sweetwater, tokay and black cluster
varieties.  These were accompanied by two trees each of cherry, pear and plum and one
melting may peach.  Beyond was a shrubbery, beside which were seventeen apple trees
of the pippin and pearmain varieties, two cherries and several Staffordshire damsons.
The grounds included a
meadow, which was
bordered by fifty turin
poplars more than
sixty feet high (18.28
metres), those near the
shrubbery being
intermixed with spruce
firs.  [Image 3]

Unless disposed of
by private contract
beforehand, in August
1801, the ‘elegant
brickt and sasht house’
together with its
garden was due to be
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Thomas Gibbons’ estate, 1783-1801, as shown
on Hadleigh tithe map of 1839. (Hadleigh
Archive, 080/11)

East House in 1943 showing the Georgian façade that Thomas would
have known.

Planning Matters
Stephen Beaumont

In the last Newsletter we announced that SGT had become a corporate member of
the Suffolk Preservation Society. This is so we can usefully spin off each other in our

efforts to question development in Suffolk; an article in the same edition told how
Lord and Lady Hart had fought a long planning battle to protect and preserve Chilton
Hall and its surrounds.
It is easy to be apathetic and say to oneself that my little voice will never be heard but,
as a former chartered surveyor, I always encourage people to object to planning
proposals they do not like, as it is one of the last pure expressions of democracy
available to us.
Recently SGT has added their objection to two different planning applications.
In Old Newton an application has been made to build 59 new houses in an agricultural
field immediately adjoining the historic landscape of Rookery Farm, a 16th-century
listed house, moats and gardens. Such isolated moated farmhouses are a characteristic
feature of the Suffolk clayland landscape and they should be safeguarded.
There is a more suitable site for such housing development in the centre of the village
which is more sustainable.
The second objection we have made was directed to us by The Gardens Trust as
statutory consultee. The National Trust is proposing a series of cycle trails through
Ickworth Park. One of these would, in our opinion, damage the Listed Historic
Landscape and the views across it from the gardens.
The Registered Historic Park is scheduled as being of “Exceptional Significance”.
While the National Trust has had a Heritage Statement prepared for them by an
organisation in North Yorkshire, this did not realise the considerable importance of the
Garden Canal in the landscape. Garden Canals are acknowledged to be distinctive
features of Suffolk garden heritage and design in the early eighteenth century. 
A new 2.5 metre wide hard-surfaced trail immediately behind the Garden Canal
would, in our opinion, deleteriously affect the parkland views from the house and
gardens as originally designed. Cycle riders on that trail would affect those even more.
Whether either of these objections will have any effect on the progress or final decision
on these planning applications we cannot tell, but the important thing, as mentioned
above, is to ensure that planning officers and others are aware of the damage their
decisions could make on our outstanding Historic Landscape – both now and for
future generations. Planning does matter.  ■ SB

Addendum: The original application at Nowton was substituted in July with a new one
reducing the number of houses by 3.  SGT's objections still stand

winter months to record some of the finest and most interesting of walled gardens of
Suffolk. The group is very keen to welcome new members, if you are interested , do
please contact Peter Cunard directly on pcunard@globalnet.co.uk and he will be
pleased to explain more.

PROOF
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sold at auction.  The premises were in complete repair, Thomas and his predecessor
having expended upwards of 2,000 guineas (£2,100) upon the property in
improvements.10 Thomas was obviously looking for a good price for all his effort.

After the sale, Thomas moved to board with Widow Martha Wooderson at what
is now addressed as The Red House, No.8 Church Street, where he died in 1804.11

His will shows that he was a wealthy man as he left eight freehold farms and woodland
amounting to 304 acres (123 hectares) to be sold, the income from which was to be
added to his personal estate to meet legacies to the value of £4,500.  Thomas added a
note for his executors that if he had overestimated the value of his estates, then
reduction in legacies should be borne by his relations and not his friends.  He also left
nearly £1,000 to various non-conformist communities with which he was associated
including the Meeting House in
Hadleigh,12 where he was a trustee and
presumably where he and Elizabeth lie
buried in the cemetery behind No.9 High
Street, the site of the former chapel.13

With the life expectancy of poplars
and spruce, it is possible that today, some
of the trees behind Thomas’ former home
in George Street, now called East House,
are those that he planted in 1783 around
the periphery of his grounds.  However,
East House has recently been sold into
private ownership and currently access is
not possible.  

The tall tree looks like a Wellingtonia
which we mostly planted between 1820
and 1850.  Ed.

References and notes:
1. Situated on the south side of George Street, East House is a Grade II* listed building.  The main block fronting the
street was erected in the 16th or even late 15th century as a timber-framed structure, which was re-fronted in brick in the
late 18th century.   In the mid-19th century, large brick extensions at the back were erected at a time when the house first
acquired its present name.  After a fire in 1993, these rear additions were re-built.  Most recent use has been as a youth
and community centre but the building has lain unoccupied for the last ten years.  
2. Ipswich Journal, 11 July 1801. 
3. Will: John Gibbons, 1759 (probate 1765), The National Archives (hereafter TNA), PROB11/913/201.
4. Will: Edward Grove, 1761 (probate 1762), TNA, PROB11/874/62.   Will: Elizabeth Gibbons, 1785 (probate 1805),
Essex Record Office, D/APb R1/147.
5. www.suffolkmedicalbiographies.org.uk.
6. Letter: Gibbons to Reynolds, 1782, Royal College of Physicians, OFFIP/3012/3.
7. T. Gibbons, Medical Cases and Remarks (1799), passim.  
8. The Monthly Review or Literary Journal vol.33 (September-December 1800), pp.214-215.
9. Map: Hadleigh, 1836, Hadleigh Archive, 080/15.  The canal and crinkle-crankle wall no longer exist.  
10. Ipswich Journal, 11 July 1801.  
11. Rental: Manor of Hadleigh Hall, 1846, Suffolk Record Office Bury St Edmunds, HA 518/1/17.
12. Will: Thomas Gibbons, 1803 (probate 1805), TNA, PROB11/1420/116.
13. Deeds: No.9 High Street, Hadleigh, 1794, SROB, FK3 508/4/23-24.

© Sue Andrews, August 2017

Trees in the grounds of East House today.

David Seymour knew they were in the right place and work began on the considerable
build of the new garden that is now flourishing. A new glasshouse has been installed
within the walled garden to grow fruit trees and vines and is fully equipped with a
traditional heating and watering system taking water from the roof. The attention to
detail of the building has been impressive including the glass, cut to an authentic beaver
look finish, allowing the rain to fall and find its way to the gutters and into the
watering system. Tiles following a design from the period are laid throughout the
glasshouse allowing the vents to heat the building in the winter months. The entrance
to the walled garden itself is through two massive oak doors that were found discarded
on the estate and were thought to have been used as one of the original main entrances,
their work now is to protect the walled garden from invaders, including of course
rabbits. 

An awful lot of work
has been completed already
since Mr Seymour bought
the estate but there is a lot
more to do. Already there is
a splendid gourmet Café on
site with its own Artisan
Bakery too and there are a
number of properties in the
grounds, and parts of the
main house, that are
available for self-catering
holidays all year round.

As Mr Seymour told the Yorkshire Post, “The house deserves to be loved and we
just want to put it in an historical context.”

*The walled garden is open throughout the year and it is free. You can also walk
down to the waterside on Derwentwater. Should you wish to consider a self catering
stay then all details are on their website: thelingholmestate.co.uk

The Suffolk Gardens Trust walled kitchen garden group meet regularly through the
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SGT Visit to Medici Villas and Gardens
round Florence, May 2017 (II) 

Stephen Beaumont

Judith Gowland and Helen Taylor had collected together 12 members and 2
interlopers from Yorkshire and Ireland to follow a wonderful itinerary prepared by

Helen’s sister, Alta Macadam, who writes the Blue Guide for Florence.
We stayed in an hotel at Fiesole looking down over Florence and the surrounding

countryside. Over the next five days we visited 10 “Medici” villas and gardens. Our
guide, Dottoressa Lisa Corsi, also took us past another 12 Villa gates, describing their
history, contents and why they were not open.

The sun shone (most of the time), we ate well, savoured the local wines and enjoyed
each others company. Thank you Judith, Alta and Lisa for a really good trip.

We visited the following gardens – Medici, Le Balze, I Tatti, Il Pozzino, Petraia,
Gamberaia, and Boboli and Bardini in the centre of Florence.

There were other distractions. The Villa Bandini where we saw a rare example of
neume – the earliest musical notation in the west. We were taught how to hybridise an
iris by a friend of Lisa’s mother and we were let loose in a local plant nursery; my
tomato seeds from there are still producing in September. We also saw the Villa where
Pinocchio was born, also where Galileo, Michelangelo and D’Annunzio used to live.

As well as the Iris Garden in the centre of Florence which held over 2,500
specimens, we saw the Rose Garden with 350 cultivars, the Orto Botanico, the most
significant Botanical museum in Italy and a practising garden of medicinal plants.

Along the way we saw some wonderful art – paintings, frescoes and sculptures.
Included in our 5 days we also had 2 afternoons in the centre of Florence; here to be

our AGM and a garden visit, with the outcome of Prolog’s planning application to
build two huge 24/7 warehouses on the land between Churchfield Road, the hall,
grounds and church, still very uncertain.  Over the years I saw the Hart’s submissions
and was so impressed by their quality and the Hart’s determination.  The application
was finally turned down in the High Court in 2016, a whole decade of the most intense
legal wrangling.  It is acknowledged that the outcome will be fundamental to interpret
the legislation surrounding the protection of listed landscapes.

We are also indebted to allow us to have a photoshoot at Chilton Hall to promote
SGT’s Walled Gardens of Suffolk, which undoubtedly contributed to its success.

Polly Burns

Beatrix Potter inspires the build of a
new walled kitchen garden in the Lake District

Peter Cunard, chairman of the Suffolk Garden Trust’s walled kitchen garden group paid it a visit

When Mr McGregor tended his garden all those years ago, ‘overseen’ by Beatrix
Potter at the Lingholm estate in the delights of the Lake District in Cumbria,

little did anyone know that almost 100 years later a brand new ‘top of the range’
walled kitchen garden would be sitting on the same site.

In the late 1800’s the Lingholm estate provided a holiday retreat for the Beatrix
Potter family. Owned by the first Lord Rochdale, the Potters’ would spend most of
their holidays on the estate and it is here that a lot of the inspiration for Miss Potter’s
world famous stories of Peter Rabbit came, along with her memorable drawings.

When the house was built in 1871, it came complete with its own walled kitchen
garden. And it was this garden that provided the backdrop for Peter Rabbit’s adventure
that nearly led to him ending his days in Mr McGregor’s pot. Today there are only a
few elements of the original garden still remaining. The story though has lived on and
in 2015, with a new owner of the estate, David Seymour a Leeds buinessman; the
original walled kitchen garden came roaring back into life. David Seymour and his
head gardener, Mike Swift, the son of the previous head gardener, Ken Swift, came up
with the highly ambitious plan to rebuild a proper walled garden on the same site.
They began by sourcing bricks from the same period that the house was built. These
bricks came from a large housing estate being demolished n Liverpool. 60,000 bricks
were bought and moved to Lingholm and provided the essential frame for the octagon
walled garden that we see today. With the minimum of details to go on, other than two
OS estate maps of circa 1860 and 1890, Mike Swift set about designing the layout of
the garden to include a central vegetable area and flower beds all around the internal
surrounding walls.  He admits that it is not quite authentic but by introducing the
flowerbeds he has provided a garden that members of the public will find of interest
and beauty in an original setting. 

The original garden was entirely overgrown with Leylandii and conifer trees when
Mr Seymour acquired the 34-acre estate on the banks of Derwentwater. After clearing
the site, three sides of the original octagon walled garden appeared so Mike Swift and
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amazed at the number of tourists in the City, and to admire the Italians for making it
all work. I don’t think we will visit the City again between Spring and Autumn!

There are 12 Unesco listed Medici Villas and Gardens spread over Tuscany but we
only saw 2 of these. These are open to the public while the others we saw are not.
Alta and Lisa not only arranged access but also gave us excellent prior information and
guided us round - answering every question and helping every request.

Sadly our itinerary did not allow access to Villa Castello. This houses the
Accademia della Crusca which, I am told, preserves the Italian language but only
allows sporadic access to the gardens. However three of us visited on the Sunday (no
charge), and found it most interesting.

Villa Castello was handed over to the 20 year old Cosimo de Medici by his
grandmother in 1537. Anxious to have a suitable place to impress visiting nobles and
ambassadors, and with his grandmother’s encouragement, he commissioned Nicolo
Pericoli (known as Tribolo) to design such a garden.

The Villa itself was probably not so impressive but in front of the rather bland
façade Tribolo added 2 large fishponds. The view over these looked down an avenue
of mulberry trees which were supposed to have extended to the River Arno. But, rather
like Sir Richard Temple at Stowe, whose Royal Avenue under the triumphal arch was
due to go on to Marble Arch but only got as far as Buckingham, the money and
enthusiasm ran out.

It is the rear enclosed garden which is the feature. Although the central maze of
cypresses seen in the Utens lunette of 1599 has long since disappeared the layout and
content is probably the truest of all the surviving Renaissance gardens in Italy.

Tribolo set out 16 parterre beds all edged with low box hedging. These, in turn,
are sub-divided into various square, rectangle and lozenge shapes. These appear on
each of the terraces rising from the back of the villa. The gravelled paths between are
on a strict grid and on most corners sit large terracotta pots housing a lemon, or
associated, tree. Many of the beds are centred on a dwarf apple, pear or persimon tree
while the centres vary with grass, wild flowers, roses and irises; azaleas also abound.

In the centre is a marble fountain and pool with, rising from this, a column
surmounted by a bronze statue by Ammannati of Hercules struggling with the giant,
Antaeus. This, together with the lemon pots, trees, stone steps and statues give both
height and perspective to the whole.

The central avenue leads up to a 3 or 4 metre high wall with, at its centre, the

Obituaries
Paul Miles

16/8/1942 to 14/6/2017

When I was asked to write a few words about Paul Miles, SGT’s founding member and
first Chairman I thought I would concentrate on his legacy in founding the Trust,
rather than his horticultural abilities and early career. In fact Paul documented these
in his two articles, A Career in Horticulture, Spring and Autumn 2016 newsletters and
Chairman, John Dyter at our 2017 AGM.

Instead I thought I would write about his work in founding SGT in 1995.  In fact
I joined SGT later in 1995 and was not part of the steering group that worked to set
up the Trust and apply for charitable status. But looking at the first newsletter made
me realise how astute Paul was in getting together a team that had so much and varied
experience to cope with the varied legal and financial requirements.  It is worth saying
that though the first Trust had been set up in 1984, there was no umbrella body until
the Association of Gardens Trusts was founded in 1994, so there was no central
advisory body or template to follow.  But Paul’s wide ranging contacts were invaluable
in getting together the necessary pump priming finance and promotional sponsors.
Many years later I found out from an early member, Marion Leeson that Paul had
contacted everyone who had opened their gardens that year outlining SGT’s aims and
inviting them to join. A simple, yet brilliant idea that meant we had just over 100
members (we now have some 240), more than many new Trusts have since managed.  

At that point the steering group had to transform itself into a managing committee,
not an easy, but very different task. Naturally some of the founding group dropped out,
but Paul managed to find replacements. Nigel and I were among that number, we were
and are very grateful for that opportunity and looking back I can see what a risk Paul
was  taking.  Volunteers can be utter “bullshitters”, one does not submit CVs and offer
oneself for interview. But it worked and slowly  SGT took shape and evolved into what
it is today.

Our profound thanks to Paul for his vision and tenacity.
Polly Burns

The Council have agreed to make a donation on behalf of Paul to Perennial, the
Gardeners Charity, who were very helpful to him in his later years

Lord Hart of Chilton
Recently we read that Lord Hart of Chilton had died on the 3rd of August 2017 and
on behalf of the Trust we would like to extend our deepest sympathy to Lady Hart and
her daughters.  It has always been Trust policy not to write obituaries, except in
exceptional circumstances, but we felt Lord Hart to be truly exceptional in his
contribution to the protection of listed properties and landscape.

Lord and Lady Hart, both planning law lawyers, first invited the Trust to visit
Chilton Hall to explain the planning issues in 2006.  We revisited Chilton in 2012 for
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GARDEN  VISITS
Garden visits are a popular part of SGT’s annual programme.  The Events

Team take a lot of trouble trying to find interesting gardens for you to view.
The principle is to have a wide variety,  both in content and position.

Here are the attendance figures for the last 4 years.
2014 : 7 visits   Total 248 2015 : 9 visits  Total  265      
2016 : 7 visits   Total 226 2017 : 8 visits  Total 356

The jump in numbers this year is remarkable.
Do any of you have an idea why this is?  

If so do contact the Chairman or any of the Events Team

Would any of you like to join the Events Team
or have suggestions for visits?

splendid Grotto of the Animals. This alone was worked on by Tribolo, Vasari,
Bachiacca, Ammannati and Giambologna. It is now dry and being repaired: what a
wonderful thing if could be seen working again.

On the top terrace is an orange garden while at the sides are two Limonaias that
house the Lemon pots through the winter. Reputedly there are over 500 such pots with
over 100 different varieties of citron and pomelo.

Towards each end of this long wall are two hidden staircases which take you up
to the shady bosco area, and a large pool with an island on which sits a large bronze
sculpture, also by Ammannati, of a shivering mountain god. From the ballustraded
terrace you can admire the intricate designs of the parterres below.

When descending on the left there is a small walled garden, the ortaccio, which
currently has a range of aromatic plants. In olden days this was a nursery to
experiment with new plants brought from afar.

Of course the garden, which possibly extends to about 3 acres, has been changed
over the years, particularly in the late 18th. C., overall it is probably the most faithful
remaining Renaissance garden and set the content and style of so many other followers.
Indeed all those we saw incorporated many or all of the features here.

The villa and garden appear to be in a currently unfashionable suburb of Florence
so it was hardly crowded. We were lucky to have a group of music students playing at
different spots who made our visit even more memorable.

In the preceding 5 days we had seen many of the features of Castello recurring. The
potted lemon trees and necessary winter limonaias, the box edged beds – some bare
some filled with wild or cultivated flowers, the cool boschi, the grottos, pools and
fountains (none of them working), the stone and bronze sculptures, the stone
architectural features – steps, balustrading, exedras, plinths and so forth, terracing to
overcome the hillside slopes and green planting with, principally,cypresses, holm oaks
and bay.

In some cases, like La Pietra and La Petraia, the scale was larger and in others
smaller however what Castello lacks is the wonderful views most had over the Duomo,
the red roofs and towers of the City, and the surrounding countryside. The view of the
airport could not compete.

Some we saw were in private hands (and it showed) and some in state or municipal
hands. Some, like La Pietra, had detailed irrigation incorporated while others did not
(again this showed), some built directly on gentle slopes, others on engineered terraces
(Gamberaia and Capponi), one, Le Balze, directly terraced into the hill. The variety
was most satisfying and contributed so much to our daily enjoyment.

It was interesting to hear of, and see, the influence of the American and English
“invasion”in the late 19th. and early 20th. Centuries. We were told at one point there
were over 30,000 of these in a total population of 55,000. Now and again the
advantages of that settlement are plain to see in these gardens, sometimes in the foreign
ownerships and sometimes by the foreign interpretation of design.

La Petraia, Le Balze and I Tatti, for example, are all owned by American universities
while some were altered or adapted by the owners, particularly to the designs of
Geoffrey Scott and Cecil Pinsent while Le Balze, both villa and garden was created by
them for Charles Strong, an American fond of philosophy and married to a Rockefeller.

A Note for Your 2018 Diary

HUMPHRY REPTON
A Bicentenary Celebration

After the success of the Capability Brown Day at Heveningham Hall
Suffolk Gardens Trust are arranging a Study Day

at Henham Park on
WEDNESDAY 6th JUNE 2018

Speakers to include Hektor Rous, George Carter,
Laura Mayer and Edward Martin 

FULL DETAILS and BOOKING FORM in the Spring Newsletter

Repton died at Hare Street on the 24th March 1818, aged 65. He is buried with
his parents and his sister Dorothy at Aylsham in Norfolk. It is the 200th anniversary
of his death that we will be commemorating in 2018.

1Loudon, J.C., The Landscape Gardening and Landscape Architecture of the late Humphry
Repton, Esq., London 1840. He probably had access to the lost early chapters of Repton’s own
autobiographical memoirs – the later parts, from 1788, re-surfaced in 1981 and have been published:
A. Gore & G. Carter (eds) Humphry Repton’s Memoirs, Michael Russell Ltd, Norwich 2005. 
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We came across Scott and Pinsent designs added to gardens such as a terrace at
Medici or a swimming pool at Capponi while at I Tatti they made a complete new
garden. Nor could we miss the influence of the Romanian Princess Ghyka at
Gamberaia where she and her companion, Joanna Blood, changed the parterres to
water. Reputedly so they could swim in the new pools.

Why were these gardens created? There appear to be two predominant answers;
one was to impress others be they statesmen, rivals, kings or queens; the other was the
climate at Florence.

Sitting at the bottom of a “bowl” of hills the summer gets very hot – there are
some weeks in the summer when the temperature can reach over 40 degrees. Thus a
visit to an elevated villa and garden would act as a great relief while the city seen below
was only a short ride away.

This climate, and the usual reduction in the winter which can be to –5 degrees for
at least a week also accounts for the limited type of planting seen then and still today.
Irrigation is necessary but both difficult and expensive to arrange, be it the aqueduct
built to bring water to the top of Castello, or the ingenious use of the fish ponds and
rain diverting stone knibs on the paths at La Pietra.

Of course the particular gardens and the villas have changed over the years. What
garden does not evolve?  The gardens at La Petraia were laid out in the Renaissance
style (16th.C.), changed to the Baroque (17th.C.), then the “English Landscape”
(19th.C.) and back to Tuscan Renaissance by Arthur Acton at the beginning of the
20th. Century.

On the Saturday morning we were taken into Florence to the Boboli and Bardini
gardens. The former, laid out by Tribolo for Cosimo’s wife, Eleanor of Toledo are
massive and now a public park. We admired the statues, the great Grotto at the
bottom, the fine porcelain collection in the Cavaliere rose garden at the top, The
Forcone and Isolotto pools and the long cypress avenues with double hedges of box
and holm oak – every gap in the hedge invites a detour or a view. In the centre an
informal music recital was taking place. The gardens do not seem like a public park
and it was pleasing to see so many people of all ages both enjoying and respecting the
variety of planting, architectural features and the history - but it did not seem crowded.
I agree with Monty Don that if I lived in Florence I would visit every day.

The nearby Bardini gardens not only have really close views of the Dome and
spires, towers and tower cranes at the top but show why and how restoration
(reopened in 2007) can be so successful. 

Each day we were provided with such variety of gardens, with all sited so close
together. We marvelled at the care that is being taken to preserve what has been there
for centuries.

On our final evening (sadly without Judith who had to return to Suffolk) we sat
with Alta on the hotel terrace enjoying our Prosecco and deep fried sage leaves. We
watched the sun dipping behind the hills to the west gradually taking the light away
from the Duomo and other buildings in the centre while, to the east, we saw the
sodium lights and heard the crowd at the Fiorentina football stadium. A reminder that
even with such beautiful and historic sights, there is a flourishing modern society. I
wonder what will still be there in another 400 years?  ■ SB
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Sustead, Norfolk from the scholar and parliamentarian, William Windham of Felbrigg
Hall. Although Repton’s farming failed to be profitable, Windham encouraged his
studies and gave him useful contacts. Repton also honed his artistic skills by drawing
the houses of the Norfolk gentry, many of which were published in the 1781 edition
of Francis Blomefield’s History and Antiquities of Norfolk. This helped to set him up
for the next and most significant phase of his life, when he moved in 1786 to a leased
cottage at Hare Street (now Main Road, Gidea Park) in Romford, Essex, and set up
himself up as a landscape gardener. His first commissions, in 1788, were in Norfolk –
at Catton Park in Norwich for Jeremiah Ives, a man from his old circle of cloth
merchants, and at Holkham Hall for the much grander Thomas Coke, later Earl of
Leicester, for whom he produced the first of his famous ‘Red Books’ to visualise his
suggested landscape improvements.

In Suffolk, Repton was soon afterwards producing a series of Red Books for the
county’s gentlemen (and luckily most of these books are still in his birth county):

1789: Shrubland Hall, Barham/Coddenham, for Sir William Middleton. Red Book now in
the Suffolk Record Office.
1791: Glemham Hall, Little Glemham, for Dudley North. Red Book now in The Garden
Library at Dumbarton Oaks Studies Centre, Washington, USA (this has been reproduced
in facsimile as Dumbarton Oaks Reprints and Facsimiles in Landscape Architecture, 3,
1994).
1791: Henham Park for Sir John Rous, later 1st Earl of Stradbroke. Red Book now in the
SRO.
1791: Livermere Park, Great and Little Livermere, for Nathaniel Lee Acton. Red Book
now in the SRO.
1791: Tendring Hall, Stoke-by-Nayland, for Sir William Rowley. Red Book still held by the
Tendring Hall Estate.
1791 Wherstead Park for Sir Robert Harland. Red Book now in a private collection in
Suffolk. 
1792: Broke Hall, Nacton, for Philip Bowes Broke. Red Book now in the SRO.
1792: Culford Hall for the Charles, 2nd Earl Cornwallis. Red Book now in the SRO.
1793: Glevering Hall, Hacheston for Chaloner Arcedeckne. Whereabouts of the Red Book
uncertain.
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Saturday 11th November 2017 10.15am registration

Indulge yourself in the historic setting of the Ipswich and Suffolk Club right in the
centre of Ipswich.

10.30 to 11.00am Barbara Segall will tell us about her new book
“The Secret Gardens of East Anglia”

After coffee and biscuits we will learn from Advolly Richmond about Thomas Birch
Freeman and that his connection with Sir Robert and Lady Holland at Orwell Park was
an important part of his life.

Advolly Richmond is an independent researcher in Garden, Landscape
and Social History based in Shrewsbury. She is a trustee of the Welsh
Historic Gardens Trust, a member of the Shropshire Parks and Garden's
Trust and she sits on the Gardens Trust Events Committee. Through her
RHS training and qualifications she went on to achieve an MA in
Garden History from the University of Bristol.

The Reverend Thomas Birch Freeman,
Victorian Botanist and Plantsman.
Thomas Birch Freeman (1809 - 1890), was a British Missionary of
Anglo-African descent, a trained botanist he became head
gardener at an estate in Ipswich, Suffolk. In 1838 he travelled to
the Gold Coast (modern day Ghana) as a Wesleyan Methodist
missionary. Birch Freeman's great success in founding churches
and schools in Nigeria and the Gold Coast has been very well
documented in the past, however his contribution to botany and

horticulture has been overshadowed by his religious legacy. Birch Freeman became
part of the international network of correspondents and plant collectors relied upon
by the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew. This fully illustrated talk aims to allow Birch
Freeman some recognition for his botanical work from West Africa.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO BOOK A PLACE FOR COFFEE AND BISCUITS
(costs £5 for members and £8 for non-members)
Directions for finding Ipswich and Suffolk Club, Archdeacons House, Northgate
Street, Ipswich. (IP1 3BX)
Access for free onsite parking behind the club IP1 3BE is via Tower Street:
Proceed along Crown Street (A1156) with swimming pool to your north and bus
station on your south side; turn by Yates pub on the corner into the bus area –
entrance to the club is 50m further on your left, down a slope, just before the church.
Please leave a note on the car dash indicating your attendance to the event as
parking is monitored, OR Come by bus and walk 50 metres through the car park into
the club entrance.

COMING UP IN MARCH 2018 A STUDY DAY IN WOODBRIDGE

WINTER LECTURE 2017 Suffolk’s Humphry Repton
Edward Martin

Suffolk has a priority claim to the great landscape designer because he was born
in this county, in Bury St Edmunds. There is, however, some confusion about his

actual date of birth – the current article on him in the Oxford Dictionary of National
Biography gives it as the 21st April 1752, but a memoir by the eminent garden writer
John Claudius Loudon, published in 1840, gives it as the 2nd May.1 What we can be
sure of is that he was baptised, as Humphry Ripton, on the 5th May 1752 at St Mary’s
in Bury St Edmunds. His father, John Repton (1715-75) was however born in Lichfield
in Staffordshire, of a family that had used the name Humphry since the early 17th
century. John was an excise collector and had come to Stoke-by-Clare in Suffolk by
1739 when he married, at Wickhambrook, Martha the daughter of John Fitch, yeoman
of Moor Hall in Stoke-by-Clare. Their first three children were baptised at Stoke,
suggesting that the couple initially lived there. Their fourth child, Dorothy Ripton,
was, however, baptised in Long Melford in 1747, which hints at a move. She later
married the Norfolk lawyer John Adey, who was also born in Lichfield to a family
already allied to the Reptons. Humphry’s birth in Bury St Edmunds in 1752 indicates
a further move by the family. According to the Loudon memoir, he was born ‘on a
small paternal estate’ in Bury, but so far this has not been identified, but in view of the
movements of the family this is unlikely to have been anything very substantial. A sixth
child, John Ripton, was baptised in Bury in 1754. 

The Loudon memoir says that ‘at a very early age Humphry was sent to the
Grammar-school at Bury’, but there is no mention of him in the school records. By
1760 the family had moved to Norwich, where his father continued his work as an
excise collector until his death in 1775. According to the memoir, Humphry attended
the grammar school in Norwich, but it must have been for only a short time, for in
1764, aged only twelve, he was sent for two year to schools in Holland to learn Dutch
– firstly at the small coastal town of Workum in Friesland and then at Rotterdam. This
was clearly intended as preparation for a career in the cloth trade, for in 1767 he was

apprenticed to Edward
Marsh, a worsted weaver of
Norwich. After his seven
years as an apprentice, his
father gave him capital to set
up as a merchant. Almost
immediately, in 1773 at
Norwich, Humphry married
Mary Clarke, and together
they had sixteen children. 

Humphry did not last
long as a merchant and
around 1776 he took a farm
tenancy of the Old Hall in
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